Parliamentary Government in England
Party was in a minority of votes (forty-seven per cent of
the total poll) but had 415 seats out of 615 in the Com-
mons. After the General Strike, it used that majority to
pass the Trade Union Law Amendment Act pf 1927,
though, on the theory of the mandate that I have just
discussed, it had no authority to do so, and although, at
the time, the results of the by-elections were already
beginning to foreshadow the Labour victory of 1929.
Was that the use of a majority with "wisdom and dis-
cretion"? The same considerations apply to the Hoare-
Laval incident of 1935; ^^ •"-x)rc^ Baldwin has recently
admitted that in the general election of 1935 he deli-
berately misled the electorate about the scale of rearma-
ment which he had made up his mind to be necessary*
Were these also "wisdom and discretion"?
The truth, of course, is that we tend to think a Govern-
ment has acted with wisdom and discretion when we
approve of its policy; and conversely. So long as it is able
to maintain its majority, there is no constitutional test of
the validity of its acts eflccept the judgment of the voters at
the next general election. To argue otherwise is to take
one of two positions* It is either to say that when people
strongly object to what a Government is doing they may
take action against it; this is an extra-legal remedy
clearly outside the conventions of the party system. Or it
is to say that, in a special sense, the King is the guardian
of the Constitution, and if he considers that the Govern-
ment no longer possesses the confidence of the country,
he should dismiss it even though it still commands a
majority in the House of Commons* I shall deal fully with
the implications of this view later. Here, it is probably
sufficient to say that the King's judgment, in such a case,
cannot possibly have any objective validity about it, and
that the only result of his intervention must be to make
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